
Join Neighbourhood Watch!

It's as easy as 1, 2, 3...

Visit www.ourwatch.org.uk/join and

complete the online form

You will receive a email with a confirmation code, enter this

code when prompted and continue completing the form

Once registered as a member, you need

to join or start a scheme

To do this, log into your account by clicking on Login from

our website or by entering https://ourwatchmember.org.uk/ -

Click on SCHEME ADMIN and you will be given the option to

join a local scheme or if there isn't one which covers your

road, then you can start a scheme by selecting the option at

the bottom left of the screen.

Become an ACTIVE member/lead for your

scheme and make your area safer

Talk with your neighbours about keeping your community

safer and raise awareness of issues.  Actively make differences

in your community and work together to be more resilient.  

Your Local Neighbourhood Watch Scheme:

Contact
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Starting a scheme is a very important decision for a person to take, it means that they

want to be active in their community and make a difference, by making it a stronger, safer

and more resilient place to live.  Acheiving this by being more neighbourly, looking out for

each other and taking positive action to reduce crime and the fear of crime.

Having a positive voice in our community makes a

difference.  Join in or start proactive activities to imporve

your community, such as litter picking, this helps reduce

anti-social behaviour when a community looks after its look.

Connecting with your local policing team to keep upt to

date with activities and campaigns is great so that you can

get your neighbourhood involved

Starting a scheme in your

area

The person that starts a scheme is called a coordinator and

they act as a contact for the local policing team and NW

Association and pass this information on to their

members/neighbours.  Being as proactive as possible makes a

huge difference in connecting your community

A Force Association  supports schemes and members across their

region and provide essential resources, such as signage, stickers and

training, provide links to contacts from partners and act as the main

support of Neighbourhood Watch on a localised level. 

Neighbourhood Watch Network
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